• Data Curation Profiles – 2008

• NSF mandate for data management announced in 2010 for enactment in 2011

• Data Management Plans

• Libraries IR for early testing
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1. What is PURR?

2. What does PURR do for you?
A Libraries, ITaP, and OVPR initiative

A Purdue research core

A hubzero hub

A Libraries institutional repository
PURR is a free online research data collaboration platform and service solution for Purdue faculty, graduates students, and staff.

Research data - spreadsheets, images, output from sensors and instruments, transcripts, surveys, software source code and tools, video, and observation logs

PURR provides:

✓ Data management plan (DMP) resources and consultation
✓ Collaborative research data project space
✓ Dataset publication with Digital Object Identifier (DOI) *
✓ Long-term preservation in a Trusted Digital Repository

* PURR uses Datacite DOIs. To learn more go to http://datacite.org/whatisdoi
DEMONSTRATION

Go to https://purr.purdue.edu/
PURR BY THE NUMBERS

PURR IS GROWING

700+ grant proposals cite PURR in their DMPs

41 of these grants have been awarded

600 registered users

188 research projects
• Feedback loop with OVPR

• Conversations as Liaisons with Researchers

• Publishing DataSets
DATA SERVICES:
FROM THE RESEARCHER AND LIBRARIAN PERSPECTIVES

- Sensitive Data
  - Qualitative research
  - IRB
  - Scrubbing to publish
• Moving up the publication cycle

• Targeting researchers at the time the research is being carried out
  • JTRP
  • Data Liaison services
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